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The appeal of microservices for
enterprises can be attributed to
the fact that it reduces release
cycles from a few weeks to a few days.

O

rganizations that have large, monolithic

between large teams that know the entire

architecture are painfully aware of the

application. Small, specialized teams can be

slow application redeploys, and lack of agility

deployed resulting in autonomy, efficiency

and resilience when new features and

and accountability.

functionality need to be added. In response to
the problem, Microservices Architecture has

Designing microservices is not simple - more

begun to emerge as the apt option. Reason:

components mean more complexity. Here, system

the microservices approach - of developing

integration and testing need detailed planning.

small services that are independently

And, an increased number of services also implies

deployable and bound together with

an increase in operational, deployment and

lightweight communication mechanisms -

monitoring effort. In most instances, as

requires smaller, autonomous teams that

components are deployed independently and

don’t need to know the entire application.

communicate with each other over networks, the

Scaling organizations becomes easier

need for infrastructure (virtual machines)

and quicker.

increases. As the system evolves, understanding it
as a whole can become daunting. However, a

Microservices architecture brings many

smooth migration to microservices is becoming

advantages. Firstly, with microservices,

increasingly manageable as the tools and

services can be scaled based on load and they

technologies required to enable microservices are

can be upgraded faster because they are

on a quick path to maturity (see Table 1).

independent of other services. They can be
changed and deployed without having to touch

Although microservices are in demand, there are

other parts of the system. This contains the

aspects of transforming from a monolithic

impact and cost of failure. Second, as

application to a microservices-based architecture

services are individually testable and

that are not well understood. Evaluation of the

manageable, the architecture simplifies

need and fit is pivotal and so is a right approach to

development. Thirdly, it is not mandatory to

the transition.

develop all services using the same
technology (language). This provides
developers with a considerable amount of
freedom to use a technology that is the most
appropriate for a specific service. Finally
, organizations don’t have to co-ordinate
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Picking the right provider

Microservices
Enablers
Tools and technologies
needed for adoption of
microservices

PaaS Platforms

Frameworks

Google Cloud + App

Spring Boot/ Spring

Engine, AWS + Amazon

Cloud, Netflix OSS, WSO2

EC2 Container Service,

MSF4J,

Microsoft Azure + Service

JHipster

Dropwizard,

Methods,
Tools and
Technologies

Lightweight
Protocols and
Runtimes

Agile, DevOps, CI, Docker,

REST,

lightweight

Puppet, etc.

messaging and Node.js

Simplified
Infrastructure
Virtualization (hypervisors),
Containerization (Docker),
IaaS

and

workload

Fabric, Pivotal Cloud

orchestration

Foundry, IBM BlueMix,

(Kubernetes, Mesos and

for auto-scaling ELB,

Marathon)

tools

workload management,
messaging, caching and
security

Table 1: Microservices Enablers

The path to Microservices

M

icroservices architecture can definitely

that, over a period of time, bloated beyond

bring in many benefits, only if applied the

control. The code became unmanageable and the

right way! Take the case of a large Digital Video

number of APIs grew substantially. The level of

Recorder (DVR) vendor with operations across

complexity meant that new features were taking

multiple geographies. The vendor had an

several weeks to go into production. And if

application to handle meta data, recording,

anything failed in

logging of user behavior data for analysis, etc.,
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production, the entire release had to be rolled

existing application and releasing all new

back. Then, the release cycle had to be

features as new microservices-based

repeated.

applications. A plan to incrementally move the
features of an existing application to a new

The problem was that the DVR vendor was

microservices application was developed.

forced into scaling the entire application
instead of targeting only those components

In the modified environment, old applications

that needed scaling. In addition, with the

and the new microservices applications exist

application written in Java 6, developers were

side by side. They communicate with each

unable to take advantage of the latest Java

other to fulfil user requests. This means

release or other languages like Python which

scaling of features and new releases can be

would have ensured agility in development.

done easily. Failure means that only the failed

The solution was to deploy microservices

component has to be rolled back, making it

architecture and kill the pain of long release

faster and easier to create a fix. The new

cycles along with the associated rollbacks.

architectural style results in independent,
easy-to-deploy and easy-to-fix components

Problems faced by the enterprise mentioned

(See Figure 1).

in this case was addressed by freezing the

This incremental approach works
best and is recommended for
businesses that are considering
microservices adoption
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Figure 1: From Monolithic to Microservices
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The incremental approach works better.

approach is not only more difficult to manage

Organizations can do two to three releases

due to the size and complexity of the existing

every day and meet user demands. It also

application but the approach may also lead to

allows developers the benefit of using the

significantly longer time for realization and

language best suited for a given component.

presents the risk of unstable systems.

It must be emphasized that the Big Bang

Key to success:
Drawing the boundaries

T

he organizations that opt for migrating
to microservices benefit from scale,

agility and the ability to meet customer
expectations. However, when designing

The incremental approach results in
successful transformation.

microservices it is important to define the
context and the boundaries of the service and
ensure that too many nano services and
databases don’t unnecessarily add to
complexity, data duplication and operational
overheads. Microservices also become
unmanageable without complete automated
control over the software development cycle.
Adoption of a DevOps culture and setting up
DevOps pipelines reduces the complexity of
managing services.
The Big Bang approach
does not work in migrating from monolithic
applications to microservices-based
applications. Executing the entire
transformation in one go is not recommended.
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